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Correlated electron transport in coupled metal double dots
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The electrostatic interaction between two capacitively coupled, series-connected metal double dots
is studied at low temperatures. Experiment shows that when the Coulomb blockade is lifted, by
applying appropriate gate biases, in both double dots simultaneously, the conductance through each
double dot becomes significantly lower than when only one double dot is conducting a current. The
conductance lowering seen in interacting double dots is compared to that caused by an external ac
modulation applied to the double-dot gates. The results suggest that the conductance lowering in
each double dot is caused by a single-electron tunneling in the other double dot. Here, each double
dot responds to the instantaneous, rather than average, potentials on the other double dot. This leads
to correlated electron motion within the system, where the position of single electron in one double
dot controls the tunneling rate through the other double dot. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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In the last few years, much attention has been given
coupled Coulomb blockade systems; series and parallel
nected metal and semiconductor systems were studie
various aspects.1 Correlated transport in capacitively couple
Coulomb blockade systems was studied recently b
theoretically2 and experimentally,3 but the discussion wa
limited to the second-order~cotunneling! transport processes
Another example of a system utilizing correlated tunnel
processes in coupled quantum dots is the basic cel
quantum-dot cellular automata~QCA!.4 The basic cell of
QCA consists of four dots situated at the corners of a re
angle, and charged with two excess electrons. Due to
Coulomb repulsion, the electrons stay in the two poss
diagonal positions, which can be switched by applied in
signal. A functional QCA cell was first demonstrated in R
5. More recently, the cell consisting of the two identical c
pacitively coupled double dots~DDs!, was studied.6 In addi-
tion to the possible applications, a QCA cell is an interest
model system allowing us to study interaction and corre
tion effects of single electrons. In this letter, we report
experimental study of correlated electron transport in a Q
cell described by Amlaniet al.6

In contrast to previous work,2,3 which studied cotunnel-
ing in a similar system, in this letter, we study the interact
between DDs in the regime when single-electron tunne
occurs in both DDs simultaneously. This is accomplished
applying appropriate biases to the gates controlling
charge state of the system, so that both of the DDs are in
transitional state. We define a transitional state for a DD a
charge state where, if no source-drain bias is applied,
excess electron bounces between dots, spending half o
time on each of the dots. At finite temperature conducta
through the DD in this state is nonzero due to a contribut
to the conductance through excited states. We found th
both DDs are in the transitional state the conducta
through each DD becomes significantly lower than wh

a!Electronic mail: orlov.1@nd.edu
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only one DD is in its transitional state, with the other D
electrons ‘‘locked’’ by Coulomb blockade. To study the or
gin of this conductance reduction, we compare the cond
tance lowering observed for both DDs in the transition
state to that caused by an externalac modulation applied to
the gates of one DD in the transitional state. The result s
ports the model that the conductance lowering for the DD
the transitional state is caused by the single-electron tun
ing in the other DD. For noninteracting DDs, the condu
tance is limited by the tunneling rate of electrons through
DD, while in coupled DDs the tunneling rate is modified b
the additional requirement that the excess electron on
other DD must be in the proper position before tunneling c
take place. Thus, tunneling events in both DDs are stron
correlated and position of a single electron in one DD co
trols the tunneling rate in the other DD. The most interest
fact is that the conductance in one DD responds to the
stantaneous potential changes on the other DD. The
quency of that process is determined by the single-elec
tunneling rate, and is greater than 20 MHz even at m
likelvin temperatures. On the contrary, the average poten
cannot affect the tunneling in the other DD, since it is zero
the transitional state.7 This shows that coupled quantum do
can respond to rapidly changing input voltages, which s
gests that the operating frequency of devices such as Q
can be very high.

Figure 1~a! shows the scanning electron microsco
~SEM! micrograph of the device; schematic diagram of t
device and experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1~b!. The
device under study consists of two pairs of metal~Al ! islands
~dots!—D1D2 andD3D4 connected in series by tunnel junc
tions. The DDs are electrostatically coupled to each other
capacitorsCc . Al/AlOx/Al tunnel junctions are fabricated on
an oxidized Si substrate using electron beam lithography
shadow evaporation.8 The area of the junctions is about 5
350 nm2. Measurements were performed in a dilution r
frigerator with a base temperature of 10 mK.

Conductances of each DD were measured simu
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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neously using standardac lock-in technique with 5mV ex-
citation, and a magnetic field of 1 T applied to suppress th
superconductivity of Al. Capacitances of the circuit (Cj

'1.44e/mV, Cc'0.9e/mV, Cg'0.45e/mV) were deter-
mined from periods of Coulomb blockade oscillations a
I –V measurements.9 To suppress the effect of parasi
crosstalk capacitances between dots and nonadjacent g
we used a charge cancellation technique descri
elsewhere.10

To understand the experiment, we need to look at
charging processes for one DD. By measuring the cond
tance through a DD as a function of the voltages applied
the DD gatesV3 and V4 ~we will consider DDD3D4 , but
D1D2 is similar!, we can determine the electron charge co
figuration within the DD. A contour plot of the conductanc
throughD3D4 as a function of gate voltagesV3 and V4 is
shown in Fig. 1~c!. At low temperatures (kT!Ec , where
Ec;100mV is the charging energy ofD3D4) current flows
through a DD only at the settings of the gate voltages wh
the Coulomb blockade is lifted. Due to capacitive coupli
between dots each conductance peak splits in two.11 Dashed
lines in Fig. 1~c! delineate the regions where a particu
configuration (n3 ,n4) is the ground state, withn3 and n4

representing the number of excess electrons on dotsD3 and
D4 , respectively.11 An exchange of an electron between t
two dots occurs along diagonal directionVdiag, while total
charge onD3D4 remains constant along this direction.

As mentioned above, the conductance remains non
in the middle of the split peak at 50 mK~which we believe is
the actual electron temperature in our experiment! due to a
contribution to the conductance through excited sta

FIG. 1. ~a! SEM micrograph of the device.~b! Schematic diagram of the
device and experiment.~c! Contour plot of conductance through a doub
dot D3D4 as a function of gate voltagesV3 andV4 ; (n3 ,n4) is the number
of excess electrons on dotsD3 andD4 .
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Therefore, the region between each split peak forms a sa
point inG2V32V4 space, which shows up as a conductan
peak alongVdiag on Fig. 1~c!. We use this peak as a marke
which corresponds to a border between states with diffe
electron configurations. We will concentrate on the transit
region between the two charge configurations (n3 ,n4) and
(n311, n421). To set a DD in the transitional state, th
working point @V3

0,V4
0 in Fig. 1~c!# must be at the saddle

point of a split peak, on the border between two charge c
figurations (ni ,nj ) and (ni11, nj21), wherei , j 51,2 and
3,4.

Each time an electron hops from one island of a DD
the other, the electrostatic potential on the island losing
electron becomes more positive and the potential on the
land gaining that electron becomes more negative with

FIG. 2. Conductance through theD3D4 along Vdiag for different charge
states ofD1D2 : dashed line—(n1 ,n2); dotted line—(n111, n221); solid
line—transitional state.

FIG. 3. Conductance peak height as a function of charge variation for
D3D4 at Vdiag50, T510 mK, f mod5335 Hz.V1 ,V2 are set to lock electrons
on D1D2 in the Coulomb blockade. Charge coordinate of the cross is
theoretically calculated charge variation produced by a single electron
neling from dotD1 to D2 . Insert: Potential onD3 vs Vdiag: solid line—
theory for 0 K, dashed line—theory for 50 mK, crosses show poten
difference extracted from the external modulation experiment.
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spect to ground. On average at the saddle point of a s
peak, the theoretically calculated excess occupation of e
dot is 50% with a voltage phase difference of 180° betwe
them.7 In the transitional state, the potential on each dot a
function of time can be viewed as a series of volta
‘‘pulses’’ with amplitudedVD , corresponding to the pres
ence or absence of an electron. The ‘‘duty cycle’’ of the
pulses depends onVdiag. For Vdiag50, the duty cycle is 50%
since an electron has an equal probability to be at either
of DD. The frequency of the pulses is defined by sing
electron tunneling rateG5kT/e2Rj ~whereRj'1 MV is the
resistance of a tunnel junction! and for T550 mK is about
20 MHz.

Therefore, this situation can be viewed as if the pot
tials on one DD act as a time varying effective gate volta
for the other DD. On the charging diagram in Fig. 1~c!, the
effect of such switching potential on the adjacent DD cor
sponds to the two settings of effective diagonal gate b
dVdiag56@(1dVdot)

21(2dVdot)
2#1/2, where 1dVdot is a

change of the electrostatic potential on the dot losing
2dVdot on the dot gaining the electron~we defineVdiag50
for V35V3

0, V45V4
0). In response to the instantaneo

change of the potentials6dVdiag on D1D2 , the electron tun-
neling rate inD3D4 reduces as evidenced by the reduction
conductance in Fig. 1~c!. In effect, a negative potential o
dot D1 , due to the presence of an electron, prevents ano
electron from tunneling ontoD3 until the first electron
moves toD2 . As a result conductance ofD3D4 drops com-
pared to the case when charge onD1D2 is locked and poten-
tials onD1 andD2 are fixed, as seen in Fig. 2. At the sam
time, if conductance through one DD were affected by o
the average potential on the other DD, no conductance
duction is expected. Thus, according to the experimen
Fig. 2, transport of electrons through the system when b
DDs are in the transitional state becomes strongly correla
with the probability for an electron to tunnel through one D
dependent on the position of the excess electron on the o
DD. The effect of conductance reduction is observed in
samples under study~a total of three samples!. The correla-
tion strength and conductance reduction depend on temp
ture and disappear atkT;Ec .7

At Vdiag50, we can model the conductance modulati
caused by a single-electron switching inD1D2 by applying a
square-wave modulation with a 50% duty cycle to the ga
V3 andV4 . The applied signals must be out of phase by 18
to imitate the electron hop fromD1 to D2 . The potential
difference produced byD1D2 is dV5VD1

2VD2
, and the

charge which affects theD3D4 is thereforedQ5dVCc . To
mimic the same amount of charge variation,dQ5dVgCg

5dVCc , a signal ofdVg5dVCc /Cg must be applied to the
gates. Gate voltages onD1D2 are set to lock electrons ther
in Coulomb blockade to prevent any effects inD3D4 caused
by single-electron tunneling inD1D2 .

We apply a square-wave differential modulation sign
between the gatesV3 andV4 with a frequency of 100–10000
Hz, much lower than a single-electron tunneling rate. T
result of this gate modulation experiment is shown on
Fig. 3 where the conductance of theD3D4 measured at
Vdiag50 is plotted versus the amplitude of applied char
modulation. The cross in Fig. 3 marks the conductance l
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ering observed in the experiment of Fig. 2. The observ
conductance lowering was frequency independent up to
kHz ~cutoff frequency of our experimental setup!. The posi-
tion of the cross confirms that the conductance lowering
curs due to the instantaneous potential variation caused
electrons tunneling through the other DD. The insert in F
3 shows the theoretically calculated dot potential versusVdiag

at 0 K. The theoretical results are obtained by minimizing
classical electrostatic energy for the array of islands and v
age leads. Finite temperature smears the transition reg
but for Vdiag50, the instantaneous values of potential rem
the same, jumping between ‘‘high’’ and ‘‘low’’ levels, while
the average potential is zero. The crosses in the insert of
3 mark the amplitude of the normalized external modulat
at which the conductance peak height matches that obse
in Fig. 2 and shows good agreement with theory. Therefo
the external modulation experiment can be used to mea
the potential difference between the dots, and provides
ther evidence that the conductance reduction is due to ins
taneous potential variations.

In summary, we report the observation of correlat
transport in the Coulomb coupled double dots. We found t
when single-electron tunneling takes place in both DDs
multaneously the conductance through each of the inter
ing DDs drops. We explain this conductance lowering
electrostatic interactions between DDs, where the cond
tance through each of the DDs is affected by instantane
changes of electrostatic potentials created by electrons
neling through the dots in the other DD. We confirm this
an experiment where square-wave modulation was app
between the gates of DD to simulate potential chan
caused by single-electron tunneling in the other DD, and fi
a good agreement with theoretical calculations. Our res
suggest that coupled DD can respond to rapid change
input voltages, implying very high operating frequencies
devices based on quantum dots, such as QCA.
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